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of it was removed for biopsy; nothing is said of the appearance or nature of the
"tumors." Histological examinations showed the lesions to be frankly lepromatous,
and a photomicrograph was published to illustrate the fact.

In view of the continuing uncertainty about this matter, as indicated
by the classification committee at Madrid, anyone who has a properly
documented case of pure neuritic lepromatous leprosy would render a
-H. W. WADE
service by reporting it in detail.

CHATTERJEE ON NEURAL CHANGES

Dr. S. N. Chatterjee, long and widely known as a student of the
nerve affections of leprosy, has asked that we comment editorially on
his article on the mechanism of neural signs and symptoms which appears
in this issue. It is recommended that everyone responsible for the care
of patients with neural sequelae or otherwise interested give thought to
his hypothesis. That is, that the manifestations of nerve involvement
cannot be ascribed entirely to degeneration of the nerve fibers but are
in part at least abnormalities of function due to local insufficiency of
circulation, and that they can be benefited by measures which will improve
the blood supply. Beyond this, Dr. Chatterjee may speak for himself:
You know how long I have worked on thickened nerves in leprosy, noting many
anomalies, and how sorry I was to see the sufferings of the patients on account of
trophic ulcers, muscular paralyses, and deformities. I could see that amputation was
not a solution of the problem of trophic ulcer, and that tarsorrhaphy produced only
temporary improvement. It was also seen that cure means nothing to a patient if he
goes back to society with deformities. Therefore I undertook to find out the real
cause of the sequelae of nerve involvement in leprosy, and ultimately came to the
conclusions given in my article. That there is lowering of temperature can be told
by grasping a deformed, wasted hand, and that can be caused only by diminished
blood circulation. Keeping this physiological phenomenon in view, I treated many
cases and was able to prevent the development of neural sequelae, and often to
correct, partly or completely, changes that were already present. Reports of this
work were published from time to time, but in total it took me about 20 years to
collect the material for this thesis, and another long period to prepare the report.

Nowadays we hear of physical therapy departments where the patients
spend long periods flexing their fingers and hands. Obviously, this causes
increase of blood flow to the muscles, and presumably that contributes
to such improvement as occurs; certainly regeneration of destroyed nerve
fibers cannot result from the exercises. Once upon a time we investigated
the possibility of experimenting with an apparatus for producing alternating periods of vacuum and pressure as sometimes used for patients
with certain diseases of the arteries, the limb under treatment being
in a sealed-off boot of glass or transparent plastic, like a tall, round
museum jar. Nothing came of that. partly because the arteries are not
diseased in leprosy, and nobody suggested what Dr. Chatterjee now does.
It might be worth while, where physical therapy is done, to experiment
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with the effects of pulsed or intermittent vacuum on the limb to increase
the blood supply passively at frequent intervals while the muscular exercises are being done. For the vacuum equipment a not-too-expensive
milking machine might be used; a medium-sized one would activate a
whole battery of boots on patients' limbs.
- H. W. W.

'I

PROPOSED SYMPOSIUM, AN INVITATION

In the Correspondence section of this issue is a letter from Dr. Felix
Sagher, .o f Jerusalem, asking for opinions about (1) the significance of
hypopigmented patches in bacteriologically negative contact children, and
(2) contacts without visible lesions but positive smears from the skin
or nasal mucous membrane, or both. He suggests a symposium by correspondence on the subject.
Copies of his letter are being sent to certain leprologists who are
known to have had experience that would bear on the questions. Those
known persons, however, are certainly a minority of those who could,
if they would, make valuable contributions to the discussion. Since the
others cannot be reached directly by letter, this note is addressed to
them as a cordial invitation to send in their views, for publication in
due course. If you, the present r eader, are one of them, please respond.
-H.W. W.
CORRECTION
Attention has been called to another error in the editorial note in THE JOURNAL,
Vol. 22, 1954, No.3, page 348, first paragraph, last line. It is stated there that
Hanks had estimated the average number of leprosy bacilli in the lepromas to be
2.5 billions per milligram of the tissue. Actually that figure was for a cubic centimeter of tissue.
Furthermore, Dr. James A. DouB points out that the arithmetical average of
2,529 millions is not valid because in one of the specimens the bacilli were extraordinarily abundant. Eliminating that one, the average would be about 1.6 billions
per cubic centimeter. Hanks regarded his figures as conservative, because of losses
of bacilli from the slides during staining and the low counts of two of the specimens.
His conclusion that "nodules may frequently contain more than a billion bacilli per
cubic centimeter .. . ." is evidently conservative.

-H. W. W.
CORRECTION
In the review of the transactions of the Madrid Congress which appeared in
the fourth issue last year (pp. 496-497), it was stated that copies could be purchased
for $9.00, the remittance to be sent to Dr. Contreras, the general secretary. We
are informed that the price was wrongly given, and should be $9.50. (The postage
on a volume is said to be over 200 pesetas.) The remittance may be made either to
the Escuela Nacional de Sanidad, Ciudad Universitaria, Madrid, or to Dr. Felix
Contreras, Moreto 15, Madrid.

-H.W.W.

